Linguamatics NLP
Platform For Healthcare
Free vital insights trapped in medical records to
improve patient outcomes

Addressing the challenge of unstructured data
The evolving healthcare market is changing the way patients are treated, how
care is paid for, and how regulatory requirements are met. Healthcare is always
about people, but the industry is increasingly data driven, as providers and
payers take responsibility for population wellness and outcomes under valuebased care programs.
As deeper insights are required to stratify patient
groups, report on quality measures and identify high-risk
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Linguamatics NLP platform application areas
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Important insights into a person’s life are often locked in text form, for example social
determinants of health such as food insecurity, social isolation and ambulatory status. The NLP
platform extracts these concepts, enabling them to be integrated with structured data to form
additional features for predictive clinical risk and population stratification models.
Significant time and effort is often required to manually extract quality measures from clinical
documentation. HEDIS, MIPS, MACRA, DSRIP and surgical quality improvement measures (e.g.
NSQIP) are often dependent on manual chart review. Using Linguamatics NLP significantly
streamlines these processes by extracting specific measures automatically and preparing them for
curation by clinical reviewers.
Understanding the trends and topics coming into patient portals and call centers for members is
critical. It starts with identifying the basic sentiment around a product, service or company, but
quickly expands into more complex concepts related to classification of messages, and routing
important messages to the correct departments.
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“Linguamatics NLP allows us to close gaps in care, enhance clinical
documentation for chronic disorders, reduce litigation risks and
streamline Medicare ACO quality reporting.”
— CMO, leading ACO

CLINICAL
RESEARCH AND
REAL WORLD
EVIDENCE (RWE)

Identifying specific cohorts for clinical studies or trials often relies on manual review of patient
charts, especially when specific concepts such as biomarker values or genetic variants need to be
extracted. The Linguamatics NLP platform helps identify and extract these concepts to match more
patients to trials and make outcomes available as RWE.

PATIENT SAFETY

Early signs of cancer and other serious diseases can sometimes be missed in busy emergency
rooms. For example, a pulmonary nodule in a radiology report is an important signal to follow up
with a specialist appointment, but it is not feasible to re-read every radiology report daily looking
for high-risk individuals. With the NLP platform, these high-risk patients can be automatically
flagged for follow-up, ensuring that early treatment opportunities are taken.

DISEASE
REGISTRIES

Many diseases require details to be captured for federal statistics: Cancer, cardiovascular events
and stroke all need registrars to manually extract data not easily found in structured EHR fields.
With the NLP platform, these fields can be prepopulated and then reviewed, improving the
efficiency and timeliness of these important data sets.
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS
Linguamatics NLP platform users do not need to be specialists; the solution can be used by any analyst.
Customers are not reliant on Linguamatics for minor changes, and can modify and extend the platform.
A single investment in the NLP platform solves multiple business problems, supporting application
areas such as population scale predictive models, quality measures and real-time monitoring.
Linguamatics NLP’s data exploration capabilities mean there is less reliance on gold standards to
train NLP models, resulting in faster model development.
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